Pet Sensor Installation
Mounting Positions
The AutoSlide pet sensors should be mounted:
One inside and one outside.
As close to the door frame as possible.
With the beam horizontally across the face
of the doorway.
At a height to suit your pet.
Fixed by screws or double sided foam.
Out of direct sunlight/weather exposure.

Screw Fix Installation
1. Remove the front cover to reveal the
transceiver, sensitivity adjuster and fixing
holes - arrowed.
2. Locate the back shell as shown above and
using the screws provided secure it in
position. For masonry it may be necessary
to pre-drill and install wall plugs to ensure a
secure fixing.
3. Rotate the transceiver forward and and
connect and locate the battery as shown.
Rotate the battery into place and route the
cable behind the transceiver creating a loop
at the battery end.
4. Test operation of the sensor by waving your
hand in front of the transceiver, the blue led
should illuminate. Adjust the transceiver
orientation and sensitivity to suit your pet.
5. Re-fit the front cover and if required
configure your pet sensor.

Pet Sensor Configuration
If you purchased your pet sensors with your
AutoSlide operator then they should already be
configured. However, if not, then please see
the section “Step Five: Adjusting the Controls
and Programming the Sensors” for instructions
on pet sensor configuration.

Pet Pressure Floor Mats
Pet pressure floor mats are a convenient
alternative to our normal pet sensor. Some
pets that struggle with the normal sensor can
operate the floor mat with ease.
Installation is easy, simply place the floor mat
on the ground according to the following
guidelines:
One inside and one outside.
As close to the door frame as possible.
Towards the door opening.
With the transmitter away from the walkway
When a pet treads on the pressure mat the
door will open to the user-set „pet opening width‟. If a human approaches and
triggers a regular sensor or push button the door will continue to open to the
full width.
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